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Report Bundle
Report templates ID
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Basic Supplier Scorecard
87 and 89
Non-financial reporting
Suppliers scorecarding

Usage
Version date
Derived reports and
consolidations

Internal
External
22/03/2017
• Rank 1 Suppliers Summary
• Basic Supplier Leader board
• Rank 1 Suppliers performance on main sections
(Environment, Human, Social, Chain & Economic)

Myrmex Report Bundle Summary Sheet
Context
Tackling the environmental and social performance of your supply chain can initially be
perceived as a daunting task: not only does it require opening new communication channels
with your suppliers requesting non-business related data, it also requires rigor and precision
to manage a broad data set while each party feeds you with dozens of answers you then need
to consolidate.
Many organisations don’t know where to start, which framework they should opt for, and how
they should initiate the approach with their supply chain partners. This is where Myrmex and
this report bundle come in to help.

What this report bundle is about
Myrmex proposes an incremental approach to let organisations progress on the environmental
and social maturity track. This Basic Supplier Scorecard is a simple off-the-shelf starting point
for your supply chain queries, letting you quickly map suppliers on a broad range of issues
through a limited number of key sustainability-related questions.
You may even apply this report template to your own organisation (internal mode), to position
yourself and become familiar with its content. Once done, you can query your suppliers too.
The report questionnaire is broken into 6 sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

General information
Economics
Environment
Human
Social
Supply chain maturity

When filled in, the basic report produces one score per section (based on the number of points
obtained for each answer, and then expressed in the form of a percentage), as well as a global
score for the entire questionnaire averaging scores obtained in each section.

When several queried organizations have filled the questionnaire, these scores will also enable
the production of consolidated reports such as supplier’s summary, supplier sustainability
leader board, and supplier’s performance report for each section. You can then use these
reports to make informed decisions each time you need to buy supplies or when you want to
engage with suppliers sharing your commitments about sustainability.
You can query your suppliers whenever you want on a yearly term (period) and all reports are
dynamically updated each time the questionnaire is amended. Eventually the consolidated
reports can be shared with trusted suppliers for them to improve their performance.
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